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the story of paul s visit to the city of athens with its speech delivered before the areopagus council is one of the best known and most celebrated passages of the acts
of the apostles being the only complete example of an apostolic address to pure pagans recorded it has consistently attracted the attention of historians biblical
scholars theologians missionaries apologists artists and believers over the centuries interpretations of the pericope are many and variegated with opinions ranging from
deeming the speech to be a foreign body in the new testament to acclaiming it as the ideal model of translation of the christian kerygma into a foreign idiom at the heart
of the debate is whether the various parts of the speech must be understood as hellenistic or biblical in nature or both paul against the idols defends and develops an
integrated contextual study of the episode reading the story in its lukan theological intertextual narrative linguistic and historical context enables an interpretation
that accounts for its apparent ambivalence this book thus contributes to the ongoing hermeneutical and exegetical scholarly discussions surrounding this locus classicus
and suggests ways in which it can contribute to a christian theology of religions and missiology offers insights into the global justice movement an influential
transnational movement and predecessor of the recent struggles for economic and social justice and against austerity one of the most celebrated of plato s ideas was that
if human society was ever to function successfully then philosophers would need to become kings or kings philosophers in a perfect state therefore philosophic wisdom
should be wedded to political power in antiquity who were or aspired to be philosopher kings what was their understanding of wisdom and the limits of knowledge what
influence have they had on periods beyond antiquity this volume focuses on plato and his contemporaries alexander the great and his hellenistic successors marcus aurelius
and the good emperors moses solomon and early hebrew leaders and julian the apostate the last of the pagans in conclusion it looks at the re emergence of the platonic
ideal in important moments of european history such as the enlightenment the theme of the philosopher king is significant for greco roman antiquity as a whole and this
work is unique in detailing the development of an idea through major periods of greek and roman history and beyond this book extends scholarly debate beyond the analysis
of pure historical debates and concerns to focus on the associations between acts and the diverse contemporaneous texts writers and broader cultural phenomena in the
second century world of christians romans greeks and jews each number includes reviews and book notices in the post christian world we find sincere efforts in traditional
christian apologetics repeatedly running into invisible walls these blocks happen when cultural issues are neglected with mere rational arguments presented as a defense
of christianity logical answers alone are not attracting the nonbelievers nor resolving their skepticism people today have different obstacles in coming to the christian
faith particularly their own cultural presuppositions how do we present defend and commend christianity to people whose culture gives them a frame of mind the one that
cares very little about how rational the arguments are cultural contextualization of apologetics explores the world of the new testament and the ministry of the apostle
paul to excavate a fresh model for apologetics with cultural engagement to present an answer matt w lee analyzes the dynamics involved in paul s cultural connection with
his audience and how it relates to their receptivity uncovering a scheme of apologetics engagement patterned in his apologetics speeches from the background of paul s
world to the forefront of contemporary apologetics preaching cultural contextualization of apologetics offers a vision of apologetics communication that is both biblical
and practical although the arrival of the bible in africa has often been a tale of terror the bible has become an african book this volume explores the many ways in which
africans have made the bible their own the essays in this book offer a glimpse of the rich resources that constitute africa s engagement with the bible among the topics
are the historical development of biblical interpretation in africa the relationship between african biblical scholarship and scholarship in the west african resources
for reading the bible the history and role of vernacular translation in particular african contexts the ambiguity of the bible in africa the power of the bible as text
and symbol and the intersections between class race gender and culture in african biblical interpretation the book also contains an extensive bibliography of african
biblical scholarship in fact it is one of the most comprehensive collections of african biblical scholarship available in print this publication has also been published
in paperback please click here for details this christian based introduction to philosophy textbook is all the more appealing to its student audience for including humor
and popular culture illustrations to teach important concepts why plato wrote argues that plato was not only the world s first systematic political philosopher but also
the western world s first think tank activist and message man shows that plato wrote to change athenian society and thereby transform athenian politics offers accessible
discussions of plato s philosophy of language and political theory selected by choice as an outstanding academic title for 2011 a balanced high quality analysis of the
developing nature of athenian political society and its relationship to democracy as a timeless concept mark munn author of the school of history this book presents an
economic analysis of the causes and consequences of institutional change in ancient athens focusing on the period 800 300 bce it looks in particular at the development of
political institutions and taxation including a new look at the activities of individuals like solon kleisthenes and perikles and on the changes in political rules and
taxation after the peloponnesian war what does it mean to be a citizen what impact does an active democracy have on its citizenry and why does it fail or succeed in
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fulfilling its promises most modern democracies seem unable to deliver the goods that citizens expect many politicians seem to have given up on representing the wants and
needs of those who elected them and are keener on representing themselves and their financial backers what will it take to bring democracy back to its original promise of
rule by the people bernd reiter s timely analysis reaches back to ancient greece and the roman republic in search of answers it examines the european medieval city
republics revolutionary france and contemporary brazil portugal and colombia through an innovative exploration of country cases this study demonstrates that those who
stand to lose something from true democracy tend to oppose it making the genealogy of citizenship concurrent with that of exclusion more often than not exclusion leads to
racialization stigmatizing the excluded to justify their non membership each case allows for different insights into the process of how citizenship is upheld and
challenged together the cases reveal how exclusive rights are constituted by contrasting members to non members who in that very process become racialized others the book
provides an opportunity to understand the dynamics that weaken democracy so that they can be successfully addressed and overcome in the future with notable nonbelievers
such as richard dawkins sam harris and christopher hitchens featured prominently in the media it is no surprise that many christians wonder how best to answer the growing
number of atheist arguments they encounter every day 10 answers for atheists is a one of a kind resource from respected christian apologist alex mcfarland that looks
closely at the philosophical assumptions at the root of atheism and agnosticism and exposes the logical historical and conceptual fallacies that perpetuate unbelief
readers will find easy to understand charts and clear explanations of key beliefs as well as trustworthy biblical answers to the honest questions posed by atheists and
agnostics every reader no matter where he or she falls on the spectrum of belief will hear a call to thoughtful engagement with the historic christian faith vicchio
believes that by understanding how much muslim tradition overlaps with the biblical traditions of judaism and christianity we might begin to expose a wedge of common
ground on which understanding and respect might begin to be built vicchio begins with a brief introduction sketching some fundamentals of muslim history and culture and
clearing away some common misconceptions his main goal however is to give us a detailed look at the treatment of biblical figures in the literature of islam the broad
range of his research and presentation is startling he begins with the qur an but continues on to the collected writing of the roughly two hundred years after mohammed
hadith sunnah akhbar that came to be regarded as authoritative in the various traditions that developed in early islam he then traces the interest in these biblical
figures on into modern treatments of the role of these figures in muslim scholarship and how these figures are understood and used in the traditions of islam yet today
the result of vicchio s scholarship and presentation will be a revelation to most christian and jewish readers it has become somewhat commonplace to refer to judaism
christianity and islam as the three abrahamic faiths this shows a beginning awareness of the beginnings of each of these three great religions birthed in the middle east
in a common ancestor abraham ibrahim abraham s faithfulness and his closeness to god make his a revered figure in each of these three great faiths and for each abraham is
a beginning of the story of the particular relationship between god and the people of each of these religions from the foreword employment in the field of biblical
studies has changed significantly in recent years and the coronavirus pandemic has only exacerbated the resulting challenges the purpose of this anthology is to inform
and inspire evangelical students and graduates of biblical studies programs about the wide variety of training related vocational paths they can pursue both conventional
and unconventional the book does this by listing and categorizing twenty five relevant pathways sharing the stories and insights of insiders within each pathway and
calling for further creativity in putting one s biblical training to work each contributor shares 1 how they settled into their represented occupation 2 the ways in which
they have used their biblical training in that occupation 3 the joys and trials of their work and 4 advice for those who would like to follow in their footsteps the
volume stands in the tradition of several nuts and bolts like resources within the guild e g nijay gupta s prepare succeed advance and ben witherington s is there a
doctor in the house and it seeks to develop that tradition considerably containing original articles on timely topics full reports of important cases and a quarterly
digest of all recent criminal cases american and english the notion that the bible is inerrant in everything it teaches is something those with conservative upbringings
are conditioned to take for granted however after being exposed to scholarship in biblical studies and other disciplines some draw the unexpected conclusion that
inerrancy as a doctrine is in dire need of serious revamping unfortunately inerrantist politics and culture are making the constructive restorative process impossible to
intitiate in rehabilitating inerrancy in a culture of fear carlos bovell offers a synoptic overview of the issues to be addressed if inerrancy is to survive as a viable
bibliological option we know that faith means being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see hebrews 11 1 niv love your god with all your mind explains
the importance of using your mind not only to win others to christ but also to experience personal spiritual growth author j p moreland challenges you to use logic and
reason to further god s kingdom through evangelism apologetics worship and vocation this revised edition includes expanded appendixes and three new chapters that outline
how to reason for the reality of god and the historicity of jesus life teachings death and resurrection by providing case studies of christian organizations and networks
which have recently undergone succession and drawing upon perspectives from leadership theory psychology organizational development and theology this work shows multiple
overlapping aspects of succession these facets include plans processes gender implications theologies of leadership successor origins relationship between outgoing and
incoming leaders selection methods and organizational beliefs manifested in succession ceremonies an analysis of the various successions studied reveals the need for the
organization or network to reflect on its own understandings and theologies of leadership without so doing organizational succession could be impaired while exploring the
complexities of leadership succession particularly founder succession this book provides clear lessons and guidance for those navigating such transitions in leadership in
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law s interior kevin m crotty draws on several important literary works to offer a new model of the relationship between citizens and their laws one that emphasizes the
power of law to shape citizens and to foster or discourage their autonomy crotty maintains that citizens are inside the law they are the law s interior literature he
finds can be relevant to law by emphasizing the connections between law and the world around it a stance that corrects the tendency of legal theory to treat law as a
separate autonomous entity the texts crotty examines aeschylus oresteia st augustine s confessions and the poetry of wallace stevens question the rationalist optimism
that crotty regards as distorting much recent theorizing about law further he asserts that the inability of courts to state clearly the principles animating their
decisions demonstrates the stranglehold the positivist model has on us and our legal imaginations crotty sketches a model of the relation between citizens and laws that
supplements the more familiar idea of law as something deliberated and enacted by rational inherently autonomous citizens the most important legal decisions of the past
fifty years crotty says rest on the perception that the state far from merely respecting the innate autonomy of its citizens actively shapes that autonomy law s interior
should contribute to a better understanding of the real principles underlying some landmark decisions by the supreme court peace many would agree is a goal that
democratic nations should strive to achieve but is democracy in fact dependent on war to survive having spent their celebrated careers exploring this provocative question
john ferejohn and frances mccall rosenbluth trace the surprising ways in which governments have mobilized armies since antiquity discovering that our modern form of
democracy not only evolved in a brutally competitive environment but also quickly disintegrated when the powerful elite no longer needed their citizenry to defend against
existential threats bringing to vivid life the major battles that shaped our current political landscape the authors begin with the fierce warrior states of athens and
the roman republic while these experiments in mixed government would serve as a basis for the bargain between politics and protection at the heart of modern democracy
ferejohn and rosenbluth brilliantly chronicle the generations of bloodshed that it would take for the world s dominant states to hand over power to the people in fact for
over a thousand years even as medieval empires gave way to feudal europe the king still ruled not even the advancements of gunpowder which decisively tipped the balance
away from the cavalry dominated militaries and in favor of mass armies could threaten the reign of monarchs and landed elites of yore the incredibly wealthy however were
not well equipped to handle the massive labor classes produced by industrialization as we learn the napoleonic wars stoked genuine bottom up nationalism and pulled
splintered societies back together as commoners stepped up to fight for their freedom soon after hitler and stalin perfectly illustrated the military limitations of
dictatorships a style of governance that might be effective for mobilizing an army but not for winning a world war this was a lesson quickly heeded by the american
military who would begin to reinforce their ranks with minorities in exchange for greater civil liberties at home like francis fukuyama and jared diamond s most acclaimed
works forged through fire concludes in the modern world where the tug of war between the powerful and the powerless continues to play out in profound ways indeed in the
covert battlefields of today drones have begun to erode the need for manpower giving politicians even less incentive than before to listen to the demands of their
constituency with american democracy s flanks now exposed this urgent examination explores the conditions under which war has promoted one of the most cherished human
inventions a government of the people by the people for the people the result promises to become one of the most important history books to emerge in our time provides an
accessible overview of the theory and practice of christian apologetics written by one of the leading experts in the field christian apologetics is a compact yet
comprehensive introduction to the theological discipline devoted to the intellectual defense of the truth of the christian religion assuming no previous knowledge of
christian apologetics this student friendly textbook clearly explains the major theoretical and practical aspects of the tradition while exploring its core themes
historical development and current debates using a non denominational approach world renowned christian scholar alister e mcgrath engages the ideas of a wide range of
representative apologists and explores the ways they have been applied throughout history and can still be used today concise easy to digest chapters gradually build
students knowledge and confidence moving from basic definitions and concepts to more advanced theory and practical application throughout the text the author engages a
variety of cultural concerns about religious belief illustrates the real life connection of apologetic studies and ministries in the church and offers clear explanations
and vigorous defenses of the faith that students can adopt in their own writing and speaking introduces the art and science of explaining and commending the christian
faith presents approaches to apologetics that emphasize the positive appeal of christianity to the imagination and emotions covers the major approaches to apologetics
identifies their strengths and weaknesses and discusses their key representatives helps readers in ministry and outreach defend christianity against misunderstandings and
misrepresentations addresses the real world application of apologetics including role models good practice and established wisdom features case studies of christian
apologists such as g k chesterton dorothy l sayers and tim keller includes study questions activities further reading lists full references and links to video and audio
resources developed by the author designed to meet the needs of teachers looking for a clear and reliable introduction to the field christian apologetics an introduction
is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and graduate apologetics courses in colleges and seminaries as well as church courses and study groups across christian
denominations the rise of china as a superpower and of chinese christians as vital members of the global church mean that world christianity would be a dynamic
transformation and bountiful blessing to the world by engaging with chinese biblical interpretations among global theologies this book a twentieth anniversary revised and
expanded edition includes studies that range from exploration of the philosophical structure of eastern culture to present day sociopolitical realities in malaysia and
china all in support of cross cultural methods of reading the bible culturally and reading the cultures biblically the citizens of ancient athens were directly
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responsible for the development and power of its democracy but how did they learn about politics and what their roles were within it in this volume livingstone argues
that learning about political praxis how to be a citizen was an integral part of the everyday life of ancient athenians in the streets shops and other meeting places of
the city people from all levels of society from slaves to the very wealthy exchanged knowledge and competed for power and status the city as university explores the
spaces and occasions where athenians practised the arts of citizenship for which they and their city became famous in the agora and on the pnyx athenian democracy was
about performance and oratory but the written word opened the way to ever increasing sophistication in both the practice and theory of politics as the arts of spin
proliferated spontaneous live debate in which the speaker s authority came from being one of the many remained a core democratic value livingstone explores how ideas of
democratic leadership evolved from the poetry of the legendary law giver solon to the writings of the sophist alcidamas of elaia the volume offers a new approach to the
study of ancient education and will be an invaluable tool to students of ancient politics and culture and to all those studying the history of democracy the blackwell
companion to paul presents a distinctive dual focus approach that encompasses both the historical paul and the history of paul s influence in doing so expert contributors
successfully address the interests of students of early christianity and those of christian theology offers a complete overview of the life writings and legacy of one of
the key figures of christianity the essays compass the major themes of paul s life and work as well as his impact through the centuries on theology church teaching social
beliefs art literature and contemporary intellectual thought edited by one of the leading figures in the field of pauline studies the contributors include a range of
world renowned academics this book provides summary apologetics from about 200 references it is unique in that many authors with differing viewpoints are put together in
brief key point summaries some of the books covered are 1100 pages long the original authors views are briefly integrated and compared the different views of creation are
also discussed and compared and given a open minded weighing are you concerned about the fact that 70 of our youth no longer attend church and do not have a biblical
world view the naturalistic or humanistic world view they adopt from schooling favors the following 1 man evolved from primates and is a biological machine with no
purpose 2 there is no source of true morals and thus morals are relative and determined by whatever a given group decides or whatever is most popular 3 since man is only
and animal there is no basis for individual human rights only rights for the masses there are some good arguments provided in the book to counter all of this and provide
a biblical world view these arguments are brief and easy to share in witnessing situations j daryl charles argues that a traditional metaphysics of natural law lies at
the heart of the present reconstructive project and that a revival in natural law thinking is of the highest priority for the christian community as we contend in rather
than abdicate the public square nowhere is this more on display than in the realm of bioethics where the most basic moral questions human personhood human rights versus
responsibilities the reality of moral evil the basis of civil society are being debated from publisher description bringing together some of the best work from the 2015
comparative drama conference in baltimore this book covers subjects from ancient greece to 21st century america with a variety of approaches and formats including two
transcripts 10 research papers and six book reviews this year s highlight is the keynote conversation featuring pulitzer prize winning playwright david lindsay abaire
this volume is the twelfth in a series dedicated to presenting the latest research in the fields of comparative drama performance and dramatic textual analysis one of the
major flashpoints in academic biblical studies in the past 125 years has centered on the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah beginning in the late 1800s some
scholars suggested that this book may have been written by multiple people over a period of centuries a view that contrasts with the traditional one that the entire book
of isaiah was written in the eighth century bc by the judean prophet isaiah ben amoz because for many conservative scholars the latter position is the only one that
respects the divine inspiration of the text and because they also believe that this position is endorsed by jesus in the new testament the differing conclusions of
mainstream and conservative scholars regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah have long served to divide these groups bind up the testimony a collection
of essays from a colloquium held at wheaton college in 2013 brings together a variety of evangelical responses to this issue although a few of the essays arrive at
conservative conclusions regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah most of them attempt to chart new more nuanced directions for thinking on this subject
and suggest that careful attention to the complicated compositional history of the book of isaiah need not be a hindrance and can in fact be a help to christians who
understand the book of isaiah as divinely inspired scripture that has spoken to god s people throughout the ages and that continues to speak to them today j daryl charles
urges the evangelical church to better equip in character and moral vision its pastors leaders and members to constructively and effectively engage the ethical debates of
the twenty first century this substantive yet highly accessible commentary leads readers through all aspects of the book of acts sociological historical and theological
capturing important insights from paul s speech to the multicultural and multireligious city of athens in acts 17 paul copan and kenneth litwak seek to enhance and
embolden the church s witness in today s pluralistic society by helping us point contemporary athenians beyond an unknown god to the god and father of jesus christ vols 1
8 1880 87 plates published separately and numbered i lxxxiii many people are unaware of how influential mormons have been on american popular culture this book parts the
curtain and looks behind the scenes at the little known but important influence mormons have had on popular culture in the united states and beyond mormons and popular
culture the global influence of an american phenomenon provides an unprecedented comprehensive treatment of mormons and popular culture authored by a mormon studies
librarian and author of numerous writings regarding mormon folklore culture and history this book provides students scholars and interested readers with an introduction
and wide ranging overview of the topic that can serve as a key reference book on the topic the work contains fascinating coverage on the most influential mormon actors
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musicians fashion designers writers artists media personalities and athletes some topics such as the mormon influence at disney and how mormon inventors have assisted in
transforming american popular culture through the inventions of television stereophonic sound video games and computer generated animation represent largely unknown
information the broad overview of mormons and american popular culture offered can be used as a launching pad for further investigation researchers will find the
references within the book s well documented chapters helpful noted as a civil poet by alberto moravia pier paolo pasolini was a creative and philosophical genius whose
works challenged generations of western europeans and americans to reconsider not only issues regarding the self but also various social concerns pasolini s works touched
and continues to inspire students scholars and intellectuals alike to question the status quo this collection of thirteen articles and two interviews evidences the on
going discourse around pasolini s lasting impressions on the new generation pasolini s lasting impressions death eros and literary enterprise in the opus of pier paolo
pasolini thus explores the civic poet s oeuvre in four parts poetry theatre film and culture although the collection does not include every genre in which pasolini wrote
it addresses many some which often receive little or no attention particularly in italian studies of north america the underlining theme of the book death eros and
literary enterprise intertwines these genres in a rather unique way allowing for inter disciplinary interpretations to pasolini s rich opus the edited volume concludes
with two artists dacia maraini and ominio71 s reflections on pasolini in the 21st century in fact the cover represents a recent work on ominio71 underscoring pasolini s
visual presence still within the roman walls in conclusion this collection demonstrates how his works still influence contemporary italian society and motivate
intellectual dialogue through new theoretical outlooks on pasolini s oeuvre



Polis, the Journal for Ancient Greek Political Thought
2007

the story of paul s visit to the city of athens with its speech delivered before the areopagus council is one of the best known and most celebrated passages of the acts
of the apostles being the only complete example of an apostolic address to pure pagans recorded it has consistently attracted the attention of historians biblical
scholars theologians missionaries apologists artists and believers over the centuries interpretations of the pericope are many and variegated with opinions ranging from
deeming the speech to be a foreign body in the new testament to acclaiming it as the ideal model of translation of the christian kerygma into a foreign idiom at the heart
of the debate is whether the various parts of the speech must be understood as hellenistic or biblical in nature or both paul against the idols defends and develops an
integrated contextual study of the episode reading the story in its lukan theological intertextual narrative linguistic and historical context enables an interpretation
that accounts for its apparent ambivalence this book thus contributes to the ongoing hermeneutical and exegetical scholarly discussions surrounding this locus classicus
and suggests ways in which it can contribute to a christian theology of religions and missiology

Paul Before the Areopagus
2022-05-26

offers insights into the global justice movement an influential transnational movement and predecessor of the recent struggles for economic and social justice and against
austerity

Paul Against the Idols
2019-02-01

one of the most celebrated of plato s ideas was that if human society was ever to function successfully then philosophers would need to become kings or kings philosophers
in a perfect state therefore philosophic wisdom should be wedded to political power in antiquity who were or aspired to be philosopher kings what was their understanding
of wisdom and the limits of knowledge what influence have they had on periods beyond antiquity this volume focuses on plato and his contemporaries alexander the great and
his hellenistic successors marcus aurelius and the good emperors moses solomon and early hebrew leaders and julian the apostate the last of the pagans in conclusion it
looks at the re emergence of the platonic ideal in important moments of european history such as the enlightenment the theme of the philosopher king is significant for
greco roman antiquity as a whole and this work is unique in detailing the development of an idea through major periods of greek and roman history and beyond

The Crisis of Liberal Democracy and the Path Ahead
2017-08-24

this book extends scholarly debate beyond the analysis of pure historical debates and concerns to focus on the associations between acts and the diverse contemporaneous
texts writers and broader cultural phenomena in the second century world of christians romans greeks and jews

Philosopher-Kings of Antiquity
2011-10-27

each number includes reviews and book notices



Engaging Early Christian History
2014-09-03

in the post christian world we find sincere efforts in traditional christian apologetics repeatedly running into invisible walls these blocks happen when cultural issues
are neglected with mere rational arguments presented as a defense of christianity logical answers alone are not attracting the nonbelievers nor resolving their skepticism
people today have different obstacles in coming to the christian faith particularly their own cultural presuppositions how do we present defend and commend christianity
to people whose culture gives them a frame of mind the one that cares very little about how rational the arguments are cultural contextualization of apologetics explores
the world of the new testament and the ministry of the apostle paul to excavate a fresh model for apologetics with cultural engagement to present an answer matt w lee
analyzes the dynamics involved in paul s cultural connection with his audience and how it relates to their receptivity uncovering a scheme of apologetics engagement
patterned in his apologetics speeches from the background of paul s world to the forefront of contemporary apologetics preaching cultural contextualization of apologetics
offers a vision of apologetics communication that is both biblical and practical

American Journal of Philology
1937

although the arrival of the bible in africa has often been a tale of terror the bible has become an african book this volume explores the many ways in which africans have
made the bible their own the essays in this book offer a glimpse of the rich resources that constitute africa s engagement with the bible among the topics are the
historical development of biblical interpretation in africa the relationship between african biblical scholarship and scholarship in the west african resources for
reading the bible the history and role of vernacular translation in particular african contexts the ambiguity of the bible in africa the power of the bible as text and
symbol and the intersections between class race gender and culture in african biblical interpretation the book also contains an extensive bibliography of african biblical
scholarship in fact it is one of the most comprehensive collections of african biblical scholarship available in print this publication has also been published in
paperback please click here for details

Cultural Contextualization of Apologetics
2022-03-03

this christian based introduction to philosophy textbook is all the more appealing to its student audience for including humor and popular culture illustrations to teach
important concepts

The Bible in Africa
2021-10-01

why plato wrote argues that plato was not only the world s first systematic political philosopher but also the western world s first think tank activist and message man
shows that plato wrote to change athenian society and thereby transform athenian politics offers accessible discussions of plato s philosophy of language and political
theory selected by choice as an outstanding academic title for 2011



The Love of Wisdom
2009

a balanced high quality analysis of the developing nature of athenian political society and its relationship to democracy as a timeless concept mark munn author of the
school of history

Why Plato Wrote
2011-07-11

this book presents an economic analysis of the causes and consequences of institutional change in ancient athens focusing on the period 800 300 bce it looks in particular
at the development of political institutions and taxation including a new look at the activities of individuals like solon kleisthenes and perikles and on the changes in
political rules and taxation after the peloponnesian war

Origins of Democracy in Ancient Greece
2008-10-15

what does it mean to be a citizen what impact does an active democracy have on its citizenry and why does it fail or succeed in fulfilling its promises most modern
democracies seem unable to deliver the goods that citizens expect many politicians seem to have given up on representing the wants and needs of those who elected them and
are keener on representing themselves and their financial backers what will it take to bring democracy back to its original promise of rule by the people bernd reiter s
timely analysis reaches back to ancient greece and the roman republic in search of answers it examines the european medieval city republics revolutionary france and
contemporary brazil portugal and colombia through an innovative exploration of country cases this study demonstrates that those who stand to lose something from true
democracy tend to oppose it making the genealogy of citizenship concurrent with that of exclusion more often than not exclusion leads to racialization stigmatizing the
excluded to justify their non membership each case allows for different insights into the process of how citizenship is upheld and challenged together the cases reveal
how exclusive rights are constituted by contrasting members to non members who in that very process become racialized others the book provides an opportunity to
understand the dynamics that weaken democracy so that they can be successfully addressed and overcome in the future

Economic Analysis of Institutional Change in Ancient Greece
2013

with notable nonbelievers such as richard dawkins sam harris and christopher hitchens featured prominently in the media it is no surprise that many christians wonder how
best to answer the growing number of atheist arguments they encounter every day 10 answers for atheists is a one of a kind resource from respected christian apologist
alex mcfarland that looks closely at the philosophical assumptions at the root of atheism and agnosticism and exposes the logical historical and conceptual fallacies that
perpetuate unbelief readers will find easy to understand charts and clear explanations of key beliefs as well as trustworthy biblical answers to the honest questions
posed by atheists and agnostics every reader no matter where he or she falls on the spectrum of belief will hear a call to thoughtful engagement with the historic
christian faith



The Dialectics of Citizenship
2013-05-01

vicchio believes that by understanding how much muslim tradition overlaps with the biblical traditions of judaism and christianity we might begin to expose a wedge of
common ground on which understanding and respect might begin to be built vicchio begins with a brief introduction sketching some fundamentals of muslim history and
culture and clearing away some common misconceptions his main goal however is to give us a detailed look at the treatment of biblical figures in the literature of islam
the broad range of his research and presentation is startling he begins with the qur an but continues on to the collected writing of the roughly two hundred years after
mohammed hadith sunnah akhbar that came to be regarded as authoritative in the various traditions that developed in early islam he then traces the interest in these
biblical figures on into modern treatments of the role of these figures in muslim scholarship and how these figures are understood and used in the traditions of islam yet
today the result of vicchio s scholarship and presentation will be a revelation to most christian and jewish readers it has become somewhat commonplace to refer to
judaism christianity and islam as the three abrahamic faiths this shows a beginning awareness of the beginnings of each of these three great religions birthed in the
middle east in a common ancestor abraham ibrahim abraham s faithfulness and his closeness to god make his a revered figure in each of these three great faiths and for
each abraham is a beginning of the story of the particular relationship between god and the people of each of these religions from the foreword

Athens and Attica
1836

employment in the field of biblical studies has changed significantly in recent years and the coronavirus pandemic has only exacerbated the resulting challenges the
purpose of this anthology is to inform and inspire evangelical students and graduates of biblical studies programs about the wide variety of training related vocational
paths they can pursue both conventional and unconventional the book does this by listing and categorizing twenty five relevant pathways sharing the stories and insights
of insiders within each pathway and calling for further creativity in putting one s biblical training to work each contributor shares 1 how they settled into their
represented occupation 2 the ways in which they have used their biblical training in that occupation 3 the joys and trials of their work and 4 advice for those who would
like to follow in their footsteps the volume stands in the tradition of several nuts and bolts like resources within the guild e g nijay gupta s prepare succeed advance
and ben witherington s is there a doctor in the house and it seeks to develop that tradition considerably

10 Answers for Atheists
2012-09-28

containing original articles on timely topics full reports of important cases and a quarterly digest of all recent criminal cases american and english

Biblical Figures in the Islamic Faith
2008-07-01

the notion that the bible is inerrant in everything it teaches is something those with conservative upbringings are conditioned to take for granted however after being
exposed to scholarship in biblical studies and other disciplines some draw the unexpected conclusion that inerrancy as a doctrine is in dire need of serious revamping
unfortunately inerrantist politics and culture are making the constructive restorative process impossible to intitiate in rehabilitating inerrancy in a culture of fear
carlos bovell offers a synoptic overview of the issues to be addressed if inerrancy is to survive as a viable bibliological option



What Can You Do with Your Bible Training?
2023-06-23

we know that faith means being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see hebrews 11 1 niv love your god with all your mind explains the importance of
using your mind not only to win others to christ but also to experience personal spiritual growth author j p moreland challenges you to use logic and reason to further
god s kingdom through evangelism apologetics worship and vocation this revised edition includes expanded appendixes and three new chapters that outline how to reason for
the reality of god and the historicity of jesus life teachings death and resurrection

NACWPI Journal
1974

by providing case studies of christian organizations and networks which have recently undergone succession and drawing upon perspectives from leadership theory psychology
organizational development and theology this work shows multiple overlapping aspects of succession these facets include plans processes gender implications theologies of
leadership successor origins relationship between outgoing and incoming leaders selection methods and organizational beliefs manifested in succession ceremonies an
analysis of the various successions studied reveals the need for the organization or network to reflect on its own understandings and theologies of leadership without so
doing organizational succession could be impaired while exploring the complexities of leadership succession particularly founder succession this book provides clear
lessons and guidance for those navigating such transitions in leadership

The Criminal Law Magazine and Reporter
1890

in law s interior kevin m crotty draws on several important literary works to offer a new model of the relationship between citizens and their laws one that emphasizes
the power of law to shape citizens and to foster or discourage their autonomy crotty maintains that citizens are inside the law they are the law s interior literature he
finds can be relevant to law by emphasizing the connections between law and the world around it a stance that corrects the tendency of legal theory to treat law as a
separate autonomous entity the texts crotty examines aeschylus oresteia st augustine s confessions and the poetry of wallace stevens question the rationalist optimism
that crotty regards as distorting much recent theorizing about law further he asserts that the inability of courts to state clearly the principles animating their
decisions demonstrates the stranglehold the positivist model has on us and our legal imaginations crotty sketches a model of the relation between citizens and laws that
supplements the more familiar idea of law as something deliberated and enacted by rational inherently autonomous citizens the most important legal decisions of the past
fifty years crotty says rest on the perception that the state far from merely respecting the innate autonomy of its citizens actively shapes that autonomy law s interior
should contribute to a better understanding of the real principles underlying some landmark decisions by the supreme court

Rehabilitating Inerrancy in a Culture of Fear
2012-02-20

peace many would agree is a goal that democratic nations should strive to achieve but is democracy in fact dependent on war to survive having spent their celebrated
careers exploring this provocative question john ferejohn and frances mccall rosenbluth trace the surprising ways in which governments have mobilized armies since
antiquity discovering that our modern form of democracy not only evolved in a brutally competitive environment but also quickly disintegrated when the powerful elite no
longer needed their citizenry to defend against existential threats bringing to vivid life the major battles that shaped our current political landscape the authors begin
with the fierce warrior states of athens and the roman republic while these experiments in mixed government would serve as a basis for the bargain between politics and



protection at the heart of modern democracy ferejohn and rosenbluth brilliantly chronicle the generations of bloodshed that it would take for the world s dominant states
to hand over power to the people in fact for over a thousand years even as medieval empires gave way to feudal europe the king still ruled not even the advancements of
gunpowder which decisively tipped the balance away from the cavalry dominated militaries and in favor of mass armies could threaten the reign of monarchs and landed
elites of yore the incredibly wealthy however were not well equipped to handle the massive labor classes produced by industrialization as we learn the napoleonic wars
stoked genuine bottom up nationalism and pulled splintered societies back together as commoners stepped up to fight for their freedom soon after hitler and stalin
perfectly illustrated the military limitations of dictatorships a style of governance that might be effective for mobilizing an army but not for winning a world war this
was a lesson quickly heeded by the american military who would begin to reinforce their ranks with minorities in exchange for greater civil liberties at home like francis
fukuyama and jared diamond s most acclaimed works forged through fire concludes in the modern world where the tug of war between the powerful and the powerless continues
to play out in profound ways indeed in the covert battlefields of today drones have begun to erode the need for manpower giving politicians even less incentive than
before to listen to the demands of their constituency with american democracy s flanks now exposed this urgent examination explores the conditions under which war has
promoted one of the most cherished human inventions a government of the people by the people for the people the result promises to become one of the most important
history books to emerge in our time

Love Your God with All Your Mind
2014-03-14

provides an accessible overview of the theory and practice of christian apologetics written by one of the leading experts in the field christian apologetics is a compact
yet comprehensive introduction to the theological discipline devoted to the intellectual defense of the truth of the christian religion assuming no previous knowledge of
christian apologetics this student friendly textbook clearly explains the major theoretical and practical aspects of the tradition while exploring its core themes
historical development and current debates using a non denominational approach world renowned christian scholar alister e mcgrath engages the ideas of a wide range of
representative apologists and explores the ways they have been applied throughout history and can still be used today concise easy to digest chapters gradually build
students knowledge and confidence moving from basic definitions and concepts to more advanced theory and practical application throughout the text the author engages a
variety of cultural concerns about religious belief illustrates the real life connection of apologetic studies and ministries in the church and offers clear explanations
and vigorous defenses of the faith that students can adopt in their own writing and speaking introduces the art and science of explaining and commending the christian
faith presents approaches to apologetics that emphasize the positive appeal of christianity to the imagination and emotions covers the major approaches to apologetics
identifies their strengths and weaknesses and discusses their key representatives helps readers in ministry and outreach defend christianity against misunderstandings and
misrepresentations addresses the real world application of apologetics including role models good practice and established wisdom features case studies of christian
apologists such as g k chesterton dorothy l sayers and tim keller includes study questions activities further reading lists full references and links to video and audio
resources developed by the author designed to meet the needs of teachers looking for a clear and reliable introduction to the field christian apologetics an introduction
is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and graduate apologetics courses in colleges and seminaries as well as church courses and study groups across christian
denominations

Succeeding at Succession
2023-06-09

the rise of china as a superpower and of chinese christians as vital members of the global church mean that world christianity would be a dynamic transformation and
bountiful blessing to the world by engaging with chinese biblical interpretations among global theologies this book a twentieth anniversary revised and expanded edition
includes studies that range from exploration of the philosophical structure of eastern culture to present day sociopolitical realities in malaysia and china all in
support of cross cultural methods of reading the bible culturally and reading the cultures biblically



Law's Interior
2018-10-18

the citizens of ancient athens were directly responsible for the development and power of its democracy but how did they learn about politics and what their roles were
within it in this volume livingstone argues that learning about political praxis how to be a citizen was an integral part of the everyday life of ancient athenians in the
streets shops and other meeting places of the city people from all levels of society from slaves to the very wealthy exchanged knowledge and competed for power and status
the city as university explores the spaces and occasions where athenians practised the arts of citizenship for which they and their city became famous in the agora and on
the pnyx athenian democracy was about performance and oratory but the written word opened the way to ever increasing sophistication in both the practice and theory of
politics as the arts of spin proliferated spontaneous live debate in which the speaker s authority came from being one of the many remained a core democratic value
livingstone explores how ideas of democratic leadership evolved from the poetry of the legendary law giver solon to the writings of the sophist alcidamas of elaia the
volume offers a new approach to the study of ancient education and will be an invaluable tool to students of ancient politics and culture and to all those studying the
history of democracy

Forged Through Fire: War, Peace, and the Democratic Bargain
2016-12-06

the blackwell companion to paul presents a distinctive dual focus approach that encompasses both the historical paul and the history of paul s influence in doing so
expert contributors successfully address the interests of students of early christianity and those of christian theology offers a complete overview of the life writings
and legacy of one of the key figures of christianity the essays compass the major themes of paul s life and work as well as his impact through the centuries on theology
church teaching social beliefs art literature and contemporary intellectual thought edited by one of the leading figures in the field of pauline studies the contributors
include a range of world renowned academics

Christian Apologetics
2023-11-16

this book provides summary apologetics from about 200 references it is unique in that many authors with differing viewpoints are put together in brief key point summaries
some of the books covered are 1100 pages long the original authors views are briefly integrated and compared the different views of creation are also discussed and
compared and given a open minded weighing are you concerned about the fact that 70 of our youth no longer attend church and do not have a biblical world view the
naturalistic or humanistic world view they adopt from schooling favors the following 1 man evolved from primates and is a biological machine with no purpose 2 there is no
source of true morals and thus morals are relative and determined by whatever a given group decides or whatever is most popular 3 since man is only and animal there is no
basis for individual human rights only rights for the masses there are some good arguments provided in the book to counter all of this and provide a biblical world view
these arguments are brief and easy to share in witnessing situations

What Has Jerusalem to Do with Beijing?
2018-08-24

j daryl charles argues that a traditional metaphysics of natural law lies at the heart of the present reconstructive project and that a revival in natural law thinking is
of the highest priority for the christian community as we contend in rather than abdicate the public square nowhere is this more on display than in the realm of bioethics
where the most basic moral questions human personhood human rights versus responsibilities the reality of moral evil the basis of civil society are being debated from



publisher description

Athens
2016-07-07

bringing together some of the best work from the 2015 comparative drama conference in baltimore this book covers subjects from ancient greece to 21st century america with
a variety of approaches and formats including two transcripts 10 research papers and six book reviews this year s highlight is the keynote conversation featuring pulitzer
prize winning playwright david lindsay abaire this volume is the twelfth in a series dedicated to presenting the latest research in the fields of comparative drama
performance and dramatic textual analysis

The Blackwell Companion to Paul
2014-01-07

one of the major flashpoints in academic biblical studies in the past 125 years has centered on the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah beginning in the late
1800s some scholars suggested that this book may have been written by multiple people over a period of centuries a view that contrasts with the traditional one that the
entire book of isaiah was written in the eighth century bc by the judean prophet isaiah ben amoz because for many conservative scholars the latter position is the only
one that respects the divine inspiration of the text and because they also believe that this position is endorsed by jesus in the new testament the differing conclusions
of mainstream and conservative scholars regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah have long served to divide these groups bind up the testimony a
collection of essays from a colloquium held at wheaton college in 2013 brings together a variety of evangelical responses to this issue although a few of the essays
arrive at conservative conclusions regarding the authorship and dating of the book of isaiah most of them attempt to chart new more nuanced directions for thinking on
this subject and suggest that careful attention to the complicated compositional history of the book of isaiah need not be a hindrance and can in fact be a help to
christians who understand the book of isaiah as divinely inspired scripture that has spoken to god s people throughout the ages and that continues to speak to them today

Evidences for God and His Creations: Nature, the Flood, and the Bible
2011-07-21

j daryl charles urges the evangelical church to better equip in character and moral vision its pastors leaders and members to constructively and effectively engage the
ethical debates of the twenty first century

Retrieving the Natural Law
2008-04-14

this substantive yet highly accessible commentary leads readers through all aspects of the book of acts sociological historical and theological

Text & Presentation, 2015
2016-02-04

capturing important insights from paul s speech to the multicultural and multireligious city of athens in acts 17 paul copan and kenneth litwak seek to enhance and



embolden the church s witness in today s pluralistic society by helping us point contemporary athenians beyond an unknown god to the god and father of jesus christ

Bind Up the Testimony
2015

vols 1 8 1880 87 plates published separately and numbered i lxxxiii

The Unformed Conscience of Evangelicalism
2002-01-01

many people are unaware of how influential mormons have been on american popular culture this book parts the curtain and looks behind the scenes at the little known but
important influence mormons have had on popular culture in the united states and beyond mormons and popular culture the global influence of an american phenomenon
provides an unprecedented comprehensive treatment of mormons and popular culture authored by a mormon studies librarian and author of numerous writings regarding mormon
folklore culture and history this book provides students scholars and interested readers with an introduction and wide ranging overview of the topic that can serve as a
key reference book on the topic the work contains fascinating coverage on the most influential mormon actors musicians fashion designers writers artists media
personalities and athletes some topics such as the mormon influence at disney and how mormon inventors have assisted in transforming american popular culture through the
inventions of television stereophonic sound video games and computer generated animation represent largely unknown information the broad overview of mormons and american
popular culture offered can be used as a launching pad for further investigation researchers will find the references within the book s well documented chapters helpful

雑誌記事索引
1971

noted as a civil poet by alberto moravia pier paolo pasolini was a creative and philosophical genius whose works challenged generations of western europeans and americans
to reconsider not only issues regarding the self but also various social concerns pasolini s works touched and continues to inspire students scholars and intellectuals
alike to question the status quo this collection of thirteen articles and two interviews evidences the on going discourse around pasolini s lasting impressions on the new
generation pasolini s lasting impressions death eros and literary enterprise in the opus of pier paolo pasolini thus explores the civic poet s oeuvre in four parts poetry
theatre film and culture although the collection does not include every genre in which pasolini wrote it addresses many some which often receive little or no attention
particularly in italian studies of north america the underlining theme of the book death eros and literary enterprise intertwines these genres in a rather unique way
allowing for inter disciplinary interpretations to pasolini s rich opus the edited volume concludes with two artists dacia maraini and ominio71 s reflections on pasolini
in the 21st century in fact the cover represents a recent work on ominio71 underscoring pasolini s visual presence still within the roman walls in conclusion this
collection demonstrates how his works still influence contemporary italian society and motivate intellectual dialogue through new theoretical outlooks on pasolini s
oeuvre

Acts
2007-10



The Gospel in the Marketplace of Ideas
2014-06-05

The Journal of Hellenic Studies
2001

Mormons and Popular Culture
2012-12-05

Pasolini’s Lasting Impressions
2020-07-07
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